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adjoint equation, 80, 81, 85
adjoint operator, 79
approximate symmetries, 24
BCKV normal form, 33, 97
BCKV-restricted morphism, 25, 98
bifurcation





Birkhoﬀ normal form, 23, 28
Birkhoﬀ normal form algorithm, 85
– n2 logn, 88




Birkhoﬀ normal form procedure, 80
– and formal power series, 28
– and integrability, 86
– and resonance, 83
– and symmetry, 81
Buchberger algorithm, 110, 120
– extended, 146, 153
– for module over subalgebra, 128
– for subalgebra basis, 125
Buchberger’s algorithm, 5
Campbell-Baker-Hausdorﬀ formula, 82
canonical subalgebra basis, 7, 104, 110,
121
central singularity, 27, 32, 37
codimension
– of function, 5, 92
– of ideal, 103, 129
– of left-right tangent space, 54, 101, 128
– of right tangent space, 95
coeﬃcient, deﬁnition of, 27
conserved quantity, 26, 50, 67
de-reduction, 38, 68
deformation, 93
– of function, 94, 142
– of map, 101, 148
deformation direction, 3, 93
Deprit’s algorithm, 86
detuning parameter, 12, 26, 37, 58
distinguished parameter, 3, 25, 30, 97
eﬃciency, see Birkhoﬀ normal form
algorithm
elimination order, see term order
energy–momentum map, 100
– normal form, 61
equivalence, 92
– of dynamical systems, 10, 24, 25, 37
– of function germs, 95
equivariance
– of vector ﬁeld, 94
equivariant vector ﬁelds, 52




formal power series, 33
– and Birkhoﬀ normalization, 28
– and normal form map, 136
– and standard basis, 135
– and term orders, 135
– and truncation, 138
geometric lemma, symmetric, 164
germ of a function, 94
Gro¨bner basis, 105, 118
168 Index
graded Lie algebra, 79
Hamiltonian polar coordinates, 36
Hilbert basis, 6
Hilbert basis of S1-invariant functions, 43
hyperbolic umbilic, 27, 37, 96
ideal membership problem, 104
ideal, polynomial, 103
inﬁnitesimal stability equation, 4, 33, 143






Kas and Schlessinger’s algorithm, 141
– for functions, 144




largest monomial subideal, 134
leading coeﬃcient, 106
leading monomial, 103, 111
– cancellation of, 108, 109, 112
leading monomial ideal, 103
leading term, 106
left–right transformations, 6
left-right transformation, 50, 100
lexicographic order, see term order
Lie triangle algorithm, 85
monomial, 104, 111
monomial map, 114
monomial order, see term order
monomial subideal, 134
monomial, deﬁnition of, 108





– 1 : 2 resonance, 37, 58, 68
– 1 : 3 resonance, 59
– 1 : 4 resonance, 60
nonstandard analysis, 161
normal form algorithm, 108, 117
– for left-right tangent space, 133
– for module over subalgebra, 126
– for subalgebra basis, 124
normal form map, 113
– and formal power series, 136
normal form property, 113
normalizing transformation
– computation of, 90
– existence of, 91
parameter, deﬁnition of, 27
path formulation, 25, 98, 99
perturbation, 86, 87
planar reduction method, 24, 30
Poincare´ map
– numerical, 44, 71
Poincare´-von Zeipel method, 85
polynomial division, 103, 108
preparation theorem, 33, 91, 102
reduced normal form, 117
reduced phase space, 43
reduced tangent space, 6, 54, 57
reduction methods, 49
resonance, 26, 28, 82
reversibility, see symmetry, time-reversal
right transformation, 3, 94
S-polynomial, 109
SAGBI basis, 7, 104, 110, 121
Schreyer’s monomial ordering, 104
second normalization, see unique normal
form
short periodic orbit, 62, 65




standard basis, 5, 104, 110, 112
– for left-right tangent space, 128
– for module over subalgebra, 125
– for subalgebra, 121
– for submodule, 120
standard map, 104, 114
standard map theorem, 114
standard representation, 108, 112
– of syzygy, 116
Index 169
symmetric Morse lemma, 96
symmetric reduction, 24
symmetry
– and Birkhoﬀ normal form procedure,
81
– and reduction, 31
– approximate, 26, 77
– time-reversal, 9, 27, 51
– torus, 23
syzygy, 113
– for left-right tangent space, 129, 133
– for module over subalgebra, 126
– for subalgebra basis, 124
– module, 15
– standard representation of, 116
tangent space, 92
– and left-right transformation, 54, 101
– and right-transformation, 94
– complement to, 143
– reduced, 6, 54, 57
term order, 106, 111
– classiﬁcation of, 161
– reﬁned, 112
term, deﬁnition of, 108
topology of S3, 42
transﬁnite induction, 136
transversal deformation, 93, 95
transversal implies versal, 95
unfolding, 93
unique normal form, 83, 84
universal deformation, 93
– of function, 143
versal deformation, 93, 95
versality, 33
